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1 Introduction
In TS 25.211, section 7.5, the DPCH/PDSCH relative timing is specified. The frame of the PDSCH, which shall be
received by the UE, begins between 1 slot ahead of the associated frame of the DPCH until 14 slots after this frame
starts. The TFCI that is giving the transport format combination information of the PDSCH is thereby always received
after the reception of the PDSCH frame has started.

This contribution shows that this will lead to unnecessary high buffering and processing requirements. By changing
the timing, both buffering and processing can be reduced.

2 Concerns about the DPCH/PDSCH timing
The TFCI information on the DPCH includes information about the spreading factor and channelisation code of the
shared PDSCH. Since the timing is according to Figure 1 these parameters are not known when the PDSCH is
received. According to TS 25.213, the shared channel occupies one subtree of the channelisation codes. Therefore the
data must be stored with the minimum spreading factor that is supported by that UE. Then these samples must be
combined to the actual rate when the actual spreading factor and channelisation code is known.

The timing between the PDSCH frame and the associated DPCH frame leads to high additional complexity in the UE
using the PDSCH due to the partial despreading and to an additional large buffer that must be implemented in the
UE.

A function must be implemented doing the partial despreading and final combination with the correct spreading
factor and channelisation code. This is the only downlink channel where the spreading factor is unknown when
receiving the frame, so special functionality is needed to cope with the PDSCH.

Furthermore the UE has to be designed to store more data at minimum spreading factor due to the extra delay in the
reception of the TFCI in the UE. In worst case the TFC information is complete a slot after the PDSCH frame is
completely received. It can not start to process the data in one frame until the TFC information is received and this
leads to an extra delay in the UE that has to be buffered at minimum spreading factor.
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Figure 1: Association between DPCH and PDSCH frames

3 Proposal
Having a time delay between the end of the DPCH frame and the beginning of the associated PDSCH frame means
that the spreading factor and the channelisation code is known when receiving the PDSCH frame. Thereby the
PDSCH do not require any additional hardware in the UE compared with receiving other physical downlink channels.
Further, the extra buffering needed is avoided, leading to reduced memory requirements in the UE. Actually, the extra
buffering is reduced as soon as the PDSCH is not allowed to start before the start of the associated PDCH frame.

Hence, we propose a modified timing between DPCH frame and the associated PDSCH frame, where the PDSCH
frame may start between 0 and 15 slot after the end of the DPCH frame. Since the TFCI is placed in the first half of
the slot, this will give some time (600 µs as a minimum) to process the TFCI before the PDSCH frame arrives at the
UE.

The proposed change will lead to a significant reduction in UE complexity with no corresponding drawbacks. The
only possible concern we can see would be that delay is increased somewhat (10.7 ms on the average) for the data that
is transmitted on the DSCH. However, since the DSCH is anyway used for delay insensitive packet services, with no
real-time constraints, this is not seen as a drawback.
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7.5 DPCH/PDSCH timing
The relative timing between a DPCH frame and the associated PDSCH frame is shown in figure 28.
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Figure 28: Timing relation between DPCH frame and associated PDSCH frame

The start of a DPCH frame is denoted TDPCH and the start of the associated PDSCH frame is denoted TPDSCH. Any
DPCH frame is associated to one PDSCH frame through the relation -35840 chips < TDPCH - TPDSCH ≤ 2560 chips
38400 chips ≤ TPDSCH - TDPCH < 76800 chips, i.e. the associated PDSCH frame starts anywhere between the end of the
DPCH frame1 slot before or  up to 154 slots behind the end of the DPCH frame.


